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Residual dipolar couplings can be used to increase the number of qubits for 
quantum information processing. We have used molecules containing 3, 5 
and 8 spins oriented in a liquid crystal matrix, and exploited the residual 
dipolar coupling to demonstrate quantum information processing in them. 
Transition assignment is performed using HET-Z-COSY experiment and 
qubit addressability is achieved by transition selective pulses. It is expected 
that using this protocol higher qubits can be achieved. 
For the implementations reported in this work, evolution under the internal 
Hamiltonian was not explored. It is however interesting to investigate how 
effectively the evolution under internal Hamiltonian can be manipulated to 
implement quantum algorithms in these systems. Recently an approach has 
been reported in this direction, where a new method of preparing pseudopure 
states in oriented systems by exciting selected multiple quantum using 
evolution under effective dipolar Hamiltonian, has been demonstrated [24]. 
 
